A REVISED TEXT OF THE DECREE OF
THEMISTOKLESFROM TROIZEN
SINCE the publication of

this inscription in the April-June issue of Hesperia for
LY 1960 (Volume XXIX, Number 2, pp. 198-223) it has been possible (with the
assistance of the American Philosophical Society) to reexamine the stone (E.M.
13330) in the Epigraphical Museum in Athens, thanks to the unfailing courtesy of
its Director, Doctor Markellos Mitsos, to study new squeezes and a series of eight
excellent new photographs by Miss Alison Frantz, to submit the contents of the text
to an intensive analysis, and to profit from the comments of a wide circle of scholars.
In particular, the text has benefitedgreatly from Professor B. D. Meritt's continuing
generosity with his time and skill. In addition to other scholars, whose -contributions
are noted in the apparatus, I have to thank Miss Mabel Lang for many detailed discussions and suggestions, especially on line 28, and Mr. Ronald Stroud for reexamining line 32. Changes from the editio princeps (other than the confirmation of parts
of the restorations) are noted in the apparatus which, however, does not attempt to
record all suggestions that have been put forward. Bibliographical references have
been noted and will continue to be noted in S.E.G. The stone itself, it may be added,
is of Pentelic marble, and the consensus of epigraphic opinion is that it was inscribed
in the first half of the third century B.C. and not in the late fourth century (specifically
between 330 and 322 B.C.), as proposedin the editio princeps.
The new readings permit an improved understanding of the provisions for mobilization. Their historical implications will be discussed in an article to be submitted to
Historica. Here I would point out only that, assuming the various provisions to be
consistent with one another and complete, three categories emerge for each of which
selection, qualifications,and assignment are prescribed. From this analysis it becomes
inescapablethat the epibatai and toxotai, who are selected and for whom qualifications
are given but who are not assigned, and the hyperesiai, who are assigned but not
selected and for whom no qualifications are given, are the same, and that there is no
separate category of petty-officers,as I had argued on the basis of late fifth and fourth
century evidence. This meaning for hyperesia is altogether contrary to fourth century
usage and is not attested in any extant text, all such uses of the word being considerably later than 480 B.C. But it agrees so well with the analysis of the history of this
and related words by L. J. D. Richardson in Cl. Quar., XXXVII, 1943, pp. 55 ff., that
I have no hesitation in regarding it as a genuine example of early fifth century usage.
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NOTES ON THE TEXT

Line 6. The upper tips of the PB and the upper right parts of the AP that follow
are visible on the stone.
Line 8. Possible traces seen on the stone of the top of the left-hand sloping stroke
of the A and of the top of the X in yvvatKaq favor the restoration as printed in the
text. The new photographs, however, seem to show the right-hand sloping stroke
of an A at the right side of the gap, suggesting the restoration [7rag yv] v [aUKas Kac Ta
TEKV] a.

Line 9. A tentative restoration by B. D. Meritt based upon an intimation suggested
by Spyridon Marinatos. Christian Habicht has suggested [Eg irapar)Kqv Trov -)q0rEW
vel lldK' in Hermes, LXXXIX, 1961, p. 1, note 3.
Line 20. [acpXo,uevovs r>j& av'ptov'1p'pat first published by Habicht (op. cit., note 2)

removes the anomalous use without the article, KarapXojuE'vo]vg
av'[p]tov )/.LE'pat of the
editio princeps.
Lines 20-21. I had proposed that one of the qualifications for the trierarchs be
restored as K [EK] Tru' v[ov ovta a] v [rarp't6] av 'A[0] tfr'iu-&
with a reference to Deinarchos, In Demosthenem, 71. But D. M. Lewis pointed out (Cl. Quar., N.S. XI,
1961, p. 63) that TTaTpwav does not refer to the qualifications Deinarchos gives for
general and speaker in the assembly, and, secondly, that ovo-iav is not specific enough.
The new restoration gives us the standard phrase for "real property." Cf. Thucydides,
I, 143, 5, Tm' lhEVy7711Ka& oLKctaS aCEtvat and VIII, 21, Tv Y7'VaVTCV Kcat OtKtaq vet/alcEvo;
TE Kat OtKtag; Lysias, XIX, 29
Plato, Legg., V, 739E, vej4.ao0cov lLEV ar ITpWTOV W'9rv
and 42; I.G., 12, 116, lines 17-18 (= Tod, Greek HIist. Insc., 98). The use of the
phrase in the conferring on foreigners of the right to own real property in Athens is
seen in I.G., 1I2, 8, line 18; 112, 351 (=Tod, 198), line 29; 112, 360, line 19. The
traces visible on the stone are the horizontal bars of the F and T, and the right-hand
sloping stroke of the A and most of the I of KaL.
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Line 24. This reading had been rejected when only the K was clear in favor of
t
vaviv. Habicht (loc. cit.) first publishedthe correction.The signifiEl] K[oatv Tir2v]
cance of the smaller number of marines will be discussed in the forthcoming study of
the mobilization (see above). See also H. Berve, " Zur Themistokles-Inschrift von
Troizen," Sitzungsberichte, Miinchen, Phil.-Hist.-KI., 1961, 3, pp. 15-17.
Line 26. The new reading, proposedby D. M. Lewis (op. cit., p. 64), and subsequently
(a Kat following
Aa vTrpEcr'a
confirmed by auttopsy,replaces 8&a[vE4Etv &Er4asdaA
]
the 8&was a misprint).
Line 28. The reading replaces Ka [t Ta -7rX-qpw',araTwv] v[E&v]. For aXXovgGeoffrey
Woodhead and Ronald Stroud have proposed vavTas. The choice will be discussed in
the study of the mobilization.
of the editio princeps. Habicht
Line 32. For [VY:ras 8aKocrias 1r] ca'[v]raT'ov a&pOpov
(loc. cit.) reported 8E'Kcrov aptWpo6v. This I take to represent AEKA which Meritt
and I have also seen, and Ronald Stroud reports the lower left-hand of the A followed
by the three horizontal bars of the E. Working back, Meritt and I have also seen,
faintly, the initial A of ava and, distinctly, A for the second A of 8taKoo-cag (so, too,
Stroud). For the remainder of this very tentative restoration either Meritt or I have
seen traces agreeing with each of the letters restored, particularly the upper tip
of the l of Ebqand the 0 of 8taKoo-c4a. I do not, however, minimize the difficulties
of the line.
The meaning of the line is determined in narrow limits by the context. ve4.ovmag
KcLTa
is the processreferredto by vEuqO-rtv in lines 35-36. The
TaaeE [-] apWpo6v
clause that follows (which is similarly resumed by E7TtKX1qpw6Zcrt in line 36) shows
that therewas no less than one taxis to a ship, while the sense of enKX-qpO0vvrequires
exactly one taxis to a ship.' Therefore the line refers to the assignment of the Attic
residents to 200 divisions, which are then attached to the 200 ships, trierarchs, and
sets of hyperesiai. This eliminates Habicht's suggestion that the deka refers to the
number of taxeis, i.e., that there were ten instead of two hundred taxeis. The number
must refer to the composition of each taxis: thus A EKa-rov (rather than 8Eica rov)
&KOcrLOVS
precededby a distributive such as &va. Cf. Herodotos, VII, 184, 1, w4 a&va4
EV
Eiro
EKao-T,W
vt; Xenophon, Anabasis, III, 4, 21,
av8paSg xoyt(O/.EVOLT&
11cravE'eXovsr
ava EKaToVav8paq ;V, 4, 12 E-cJ-7)cTavavaE KaTOV; VI, 5, 11, o E TpEtL a4eXWV TalL TEXEVTaLL ra(eEt

a

va &IqKOcLOVS avpag;

also, Andokides,I, 38. The omissionof the article

before aptdp4v is common in Herodotos (e.g., I, 14; 50; 180; IV, 14, 3; 82; V, 20;
the use of E7rLtKXcpOrVin the sense of matching items by lot, one to one, cf. lines 22-23
and 27 of this inscrition, and Plato, Legg. VI, 76GB; Demosthenes, XIV, 23; Aristotle, Ath. Pol.,
63, 5. For vepjutv(or a compound) followed by KXqpOVv (or a compound) cf. Thucydides, VI, 42;
Plato, Legg., VI, 760B; Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 21, 4 and 30, 3.
1 For
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VIII, 60) and may be omitted before other such accusatives in Attic, e.g., eposi,
Xenophon, Anabasis, I, 2, 23 (cf. K'ihner-Gerth, Ausfiihrliche Grammatik der
griechischen Sprache, I, p. 317, note 20). We have no knowledge of early fifth century
usage.
For the first part of the line what is wanted is either the number of the taxeis, i.e.,
8&aKoo-Uas or a reference to the composition of each taxis, concluding with a'[v]a& KaToV
apd.tLov. A number for the taxeis is not absolutely necessary for the sense in view
of the Kara vavv of the preceding sentence. For the latter alternative [4EKaxrv]
aptdJoV may be suggested, but neither
a'Iv] ca'rK
o[ia]a[v] or [Kai. Tai(rrIo[vr]a[s]
one agrees closely with the possible traces nor seems sufficiently appropriate to make
me wish to dismiss the traces as accidental markings.2 With the restoration printed
in the text the chief difficulty rests with the eL-following KacTara
The most common constructions after v4'etv or one of its compounds are: (1)
/A,apvj(or an equivalent word) in the accusative plus a number (or the equivalent),
e.g., Thucydides, VI, 42, 1, rpC,apep?7vetpavEg Ev eKaolrW, EKX?ptx4rLav; (2) e'i governing
the word for the division in the accusative plus a number (or the equivalent), e.g.,
Ets oeKa fv)aXS and I.G.
/ravr7aq
Aristotle, Ath. Pot., 21, 2, vevetEtE
2, 1, lines 33-34,
V>EA&atL.T. ... a. ]
8EKaLxa6. The preposition KaTa appears to be much less
OVXs
common, e.g., Plato, Legg., VI, 758E, vrrTaoa &En X pa Kara &aEtKa #eLp7q 8taEveMore commonly
Pepv 8&avevE(.vrat).
pna& (cf. Phaedr., 247A, orparta.. .KaTc EV&CKa
in such sentences KaraLis used freely in various adverbial senses, requiring a variety
of translations: e.g., Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 63, 4, vEve'Lt7WTacyap KcaTa 4waX iEKa ,lEp4)
oi 8KWraocu (" each part comprising the judges belonging to one tribe"); Decretum
ap. [Dem.],

LIX,

104,

Karave4lat

& roOfqlXamat6ag

ets

oOV 81,UOV9 Kara 6vXa6 (" to
.L XTv
8&E'VEqE
paKara 071,uovs

demes throughout the [ten] tribes"); Ath. Pol., 21, 4,
8e&
8aveqMav7aq
VpmaKovraip"p7 ("with demes as units "); Plato, Legg., VI, 756B, peupv
aptopov roirwv
XIV, 22, 8&tavdEqatrorovsO8EKa rawvvplE( cov,

,r&rapa

KaOAa EevwqKoVTca

VEaCrOLKOt("

rov

("

of ninety each ") and Demosthenes,

YTKeaE'cVOV19 01TCOw.. . KaTa rptaKoVra

cbos&

in groups of thirty").

It may be suggested, therefore, that Kara' rdee&v stands here for " by divisions"
and Ets is the preposition preceding the unit into which a total is divided: " assigning
[them] by diavisionsinto two hundred [sc., divisions] of about one hundred each in
number." The historical implications of the round number of one hundred for each
2 Cf. the use of avvracaactvin conjunction with avvvc'v
Plato Legg., V, 745D and Aristotle,
&pdyv,
..
apt@Ojv might have the sense of 7roto-vTas...
Ath. Pol., 21, 2-3. Conceivably TaYTovTas.

"making a muster," a use in which the article is not needed.
3 If the EfI were clear beyond question (as it is not), and if we were dealing with a problem
of text transmission (as, in a sense we are, since a paper text is probably the immediate predecessor
of the stone copy) one would be inclined to delete half of the ElIE II at the beginning of line 32.
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taxis (a figure I find inescapable, whatever the restoration of the first part of the
lacuna) will be discussed in connection with the mobilization.
7ripe[crtjas is due to Habicht
Line 34. The restoration T[a] q (instead of [fl's)
(loc. cit.). The nounvinqpecrtca is a direct object of 3inrtyp6Jat parallelto nj rpTr&pOVs
since a group would
roVvo,uaKa' roi rprqpapxo, and not genitive modifying ro'opaS,

have no " name."

UiOv
Lines 46-47. For 1-EVe'V[a,xTpV

[av
a ?rovrt Tcot w,]ct 8ot

iTep'av'ircv.
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